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Exercise: Complete the text above on a typ of a prestressed concrete using the words in the box! 

            ______________________________________________________________________  

|cast formwork    applied        cables pouring prestressing    | 

|jacks concrete    in-situ        precast beam reinforcement|

            |______________________________________________________________________|

Prestressing techniques

(1) In the production of reinforced concrete components, the process of (a) ……………………….

usually involves holding the (b) ………………….…… in tension while (c) ………..…………….

the concrete.

(2) This form of prestressing is called pre-tensioning, as tension is (d) ……………………. before

the concrete is poured.

(3) The technique is often used in the manufacture of floor components, which are small enough to

fit on the back of a truck, and can therefore be (e) ……………………….at a factory.

Fig. 1: Post-tensioned reinforced concrete

(4) Another common prestressing technique is post-tensioning (applying tension after the conrete

has set). This is more suitable for large elements, especially long beams, which cannot be trans-

ported, and therefore need to be poured (f) ………………………. .
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(5) Before the concrete is poured, ducts (usually plastic tubes) are placed inside the (g) ………….

along the length of the beam.

(6) These ducts contain steel cables. After the concrete has been (h) ……………… and has gained

sufficient structural strength, the cables are put in tension, using (i) ………………… at either end

of the beam.

(7) This is only possible because the cables are free to move within the ducts. This is not possible

with pre-tensioned reinforcing bars, which are held by the hard (j) …………… surrounding them.

(8) The ends of the (k) ……………...……...… are then permanently anchored at either end of the

 ……….…….....… (l).


